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The Northeastern PRINT

Monday, June 2, 1969

LATEST SENATE SCANDALTREASURER PLAYS MUSICAL CHAIRS

by Ken Dav is

What began as a routine occurence the semi-retirement of a Senate member
for the summer - culminated last week
in a political hassle which caused Dean
Pitts to freeze The Senate ·budget.
Sam Gallucci, elected as treasurer last
February, turned over the duties of office for the summer to a close friend, Bill
Sinwell. His prcedure for doing so was
rather unique - the office was surrendered
to Sinwell via a notary public, Steve
Weiss . Weiss, another close friend, attempted unsuccessfully last September to
achieve a seat in the Seante, but was disqualified when it was discovered that he
was a graduate student.
The wording of the notice was as
fo llows:
I, Sam Gallucci, do hereby appoint
William F. Sinwell Acting Treasurer for
the period May 8, 1969 to September 15 ,
1969, and do also turn over the power
of signature as treasurer to same for the
same period, Along with my proxy on
the Fees and AllocatioJ;1s Committee.
The document was signed by Gallucci
and Steve Weiss, dated 7 May 1969, and
signed by two witnesses, Nick Gallucci
and Phyllis Weiss. Nick Gallucci is Sam's
father, Phyllis Weiss is Steve's mother.
Tony Wiszowaty, Senate President , did
not view the idea favorably, since it was
his contention that, while officers may
recommend their replacement, it is improper practice to appoint, without prior
notice, another student into a Student
Government office.
Others in the Senate were reportedly
disturbed since Sinwell had never run for
a seat in the government before, but
would be handling the government ' s
budget.
The issue was debated briefly at the
May 22 Senate meeting, and it was
generally agreed that Seante officers have
the constitutional right to delegate their
powers and duties to "aides".
Gallucci, at that same meeting, read a
hastily prepared statement of five points,
directed to Wiszowaty and the other officers , Vice-President Tina Kaszyk and
Secretary Eileen Ebrom. Gallucci's five
points were as follows:

5. Because of my absence from school
and its function from May, 1969, to .
·Sept.e mber, 1969 , I, Sam Gallucci ,
Elected Treasurer ·of the Student Senate
as of February, 1969, here do by bequeath
the power of signature of Senate funds
to William Sinwell . He shall act in my
behalf as treasurer until my return to
school. Any interference of this act or of
Mr. Sinw.ell 's function as acting Treasurer
will be considered illegal and be brought
before the proper authorities at
Northeastern .
Gallucci then followed through thii
threat by instructing the business officf
to no longer accept the signature of Ton)
Wiszowaty on expenditure requisitions
This menat that, during the period Ma)
8 - September 15, the only signatun
recognized as legitimate on Studeni
Government requistions would be that o:
Bill Sinwell.
Until this time , the President hai
always had the right to authorize expenditures, since there has traditionall)
been a serious problem of access to thf
treasurer at times when authorization:
were needed. This problem, according to ,
Wiszowaty, did not disappear during the ,
Gallucci administration, since he was
rarely in the office during the day. Often,
Gallucci had to be notificed in writing
. of an expenditure request, necessitating a
delay of a day or more in the processing
of funds. Sinwell, it was pointed out, will
be able to maintain more convenient office hours.
Mr. Griff Pitt s , Acting D.eari of
Students, notified Wiszowaty that, until
such time as the difference could be
resolved, he would not process Senate
fund requests, in
Effect freezing the
Gall_ucci, after his surprise announcement
budget. Pitts asked for a clarification, and
a meeting with Wiszowaty.
If a special meeting is called, WiszowaA meeting was held on May 26, at- treasurer only. The constitution W iszowatended by both Wiszowaty and Sinwell. ty helped write and so strongly defended ty will probably ask for an interpretation
:>f the constitution, and the vote should
"I realize that the elected officers have
strictly seperates the powers."
Zelasko , power head of the Progress be fairly close.
the right to delegate powers to other
By this time next week, we hope to
students", explained Wiszowaty, "but I Party, is often considered the Senate's
am disturbed by the fact that thi's looks leading constitutional authority. "I have know who our Summer Replacement
like a purely political move . I don't think what is probably the only. correct copy Treasurer really is, and whether the Presiit will benefit the student body."
of _the constitution in existence,;; ·he ex- dent will be able to pick up the tab when
he can't contact the Treasurer. But we
"Gallucci has only turned over the " plained.
Gallucci ran for office last February
duties of his office, but not the office
probably won't - these th.ings never move
itself', Sinwell pointed out. He explained under the Progress label , making him the
quickly.
that Sam Gallucci remains the treasurer, first Progress member eligible for an ofalthough He will be performing Galluc- fice . He was uncontested, and successful.
What happens now is not clear. A
ci's duties.
Senator Andy Zelasko, contacted for special meeting of the Senate could be
his opinions on the matter, called it "an called, and the possibility was being conattempt to enforce the Constitution ". sidered at press time last week. Wiszowaty
"The President, under this constitution, could simply accept the · move, surrendoes not have The power to authorize dering his right to approve monies and
funds. That is a duty delegated to the _ accepting Sinwell.

I . The office of treasurer is an independent office elected by the student
body and therefore subject to questioning by the student body and not the
Student Senate or Officers.
2. The Student Constitution clearly
states that the treasurer can authorize expenditures and that expenditures authorized by any other people, for example the
Student President is quite an illegal act
and can possibly constitue fraudulent use
of State Funds,
3. The President of the Student Senate
has no power of authorization and any
expenditures signed by the President as
of May 22, 1969 will be considered invalid and illegal and will be questioned
by this office and brought before the proper authority at Northeastern .
·
4. The Treasurer can and will if he
deems necessary appoint sides for the
function of additional help . This right can
be employed by any of the four officers
at Northeastern.

Zelasko - "Enforcing
the Constitution"

President Wiszowaty, officially undaunted by the loss of Gallucci.

Steve Weiss Notary Public

/
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PRINT SAYS:
STATEMENT IS AMBIGUOUS
VERBILLION ON FARR'S LETTER

Mike Gilmore is the PRINT correspondent who has, for several months, covered the
Student Affairs council. H e is very close to the Joint Statement of th e Senate Steering
ed. It was as a representative of the /
minority that I asked to speak and it was Committee and the Affairs Council, and he has prepared the follo wing statement about
because I represented the minority that it.
I was refused permission to speak! How
circular can reasoning be? It is to be
The Joint Statement of the Student Af- . any case is the Presidnet of the college.
understood that I appealed to the Cur- fairs Council and the Sub Committee of
How can the statement be made more
riculum Council only because I thought the Senate Steering Committee of NISC meaningful? The President will always
I hadn't been given a fair shake in the
has been approved, shamefully I admit by have absolute power over the college comEnglish decision-making process, and I the Student Senate · of NISC and the munity, yet I feel he and all other adwanted to explore any avenues of appeal
ministrators should be held accountable
Senate Steering Committee.
open to me. In all fairness it must be adI say shamefully because I, a student to the faculty and students. More
ded that the Curriculum Council did at NISC, wish the Student Senate would specifically, I feel the Student Affairs
permit me to write a memo explaining have examined it more carefully before Council should adopt the Human Caucus
why I was appealing. But it wasn't the
approving it, since it is very vague and Policy Statement. (Print, May 19, 1969.)
same as face-to-face contact in which I
misleading. Instead of judging the statecould answer questions directly. The point
ment critically, the Student Senate rushed
" 1.) All faculty members,
I want to make is that majoritarianism
it through. Why did this occur? Because
tenured and untenured, shall
can do untold harm to the school as well
enjoy the same rights of
the servility that, plagues the faculty also
as to the individual. Not only is individual
employment; and if dismissal
exists in our Student Senate.
initiative and individual responsibility
But this is not the issue. What concerns
procedures are begun, clear
threatened, but the school is prone to losand reasonable cause for
me is the fact that the statement read
ing the very conditions under which it
termination must be demonhastily is very ambiguous. The beginning
was founded -- experimentation, creativi:
strated before the entire
paragraph opens by stating, "We the Stu- · ty, and individual dignity.
dent Affairs Council ... fully recognize the
college community.
Just recently John W. Gardner put it
2.) The setting forth of
right of dissent in the academic comvery well. "We have in the tradition of munity." "All members of the academic
such reasonable and clear
this nation," he wrote, "a well-tested
community (students, faculty and adcauses and the decision based
framework of values. Our problem is not
upon them shall be the JOINT
min is tra tors) have the right to conto. find better values, but rather to be
RESPONSIBILITY of comstructively disagree, dissent or criticize exfaithful to thos; we profess -- and to make
petent faculty students and
isting policies and practices." This seems
these· values live in our institutions, which
administrators."
very ironic especially if one has just
we have yet to do."
finished reading Dr. Farr's article on
Listening to the minority complicates
Political Oppression. (Print, May 19,
Finally, the Joint Statement of the
things and takes time. But if we don't
1969.) Farr, when lamenting the power Student Affairs Council and The Sub
listen and if we don't take time and if
of the President and the apparent reason Committee of the Senate Steering Comwe don't give fair hearings to the minority
for the failure of the faculty to respond mittee NISC states that "Legitimate
voice, be it faculty or student, we are in
to the · question of political repression democratic channels exist on this campus
d1nger of moving toward a total system
states, "These are the months when the to provide for expression of dissent." I
2. "Freedom for the unpopular minori- ii which the individual is steadily dwaxiPresident and his General Staff reward the question . this. The very structure of the
ty is in jeopardy." When, for reasons ed. And -- guesl> what term Gardner has
faithful and p~nish the 'uncooperative' system denies free expression of dissent.
which are to lengthly to detail here, I ask- selected to epitomize this society -- THE
through their control over promotions,
The Student Affairs statement is more
ed to speak to the Curriculum Council BEEHIVE MODEL! Could it be that
tenure, and salaries." How sickening a than-just a piece of paper with guidelines
before they voted on a recent decision of there is a message here for us?
thought? I wonder if these faculty who for the college community. It represents
the English Department to "revise" the June Verbillion,
are silent know that the Student Affairs ideas, beliefs and feelings of the Student
Secondary English program, I was refus~ Professor of English
Council's statement supposedly guarantees - Affairs Council. The Council states\ that
them freedom of dissent?
"if a complaint or proposal is valid, the
It seems to me that because the Presi- Council will champion the cause." I feel
We woulQ like to make the following would, Sachs would veto such a decision.
comments on the issues of Stern and Law- The committees will demonstrate our pre- . dent has absolute power in the college Human Caucus has a valid proposal and
I believe many students and faculty have
rence as depicted in the last issue · of the dictions! The repression will force us to community and there exists no judiciary
to which one can have recourse, the Stu- just complaints concerning the Sternthe
wall.
Print. We agree with the overall tone of the
dent Affairs statement becomes very Lawrence case. I, therefore feel the Stuarticles therein, but would like to make a
meaningless the way it is presently stated. dent Affairs Council should support the
5.
Sachs
has
accused
us
of
pre-judging
the
few interpretations.
Stern and Lawrence issue. He will no As it exists now the President of the col- retention of Dan Stern and Ken Lawrence
lege is oiily accountable to the Board of until clear and reasonable cause is shown.
1. There is virtually no student opposition doubt feel the same about our above
Governors, Not to Students, Faculty, or In fianl analysis, my ultimate opinion of
to Stern and Lawrence ; indeed, the over- appraisal. On Stern and Lawrence, we
other Administrators? The statement the statement and the members of the
whelming majority of the student body would point out that we have had these
men for teachers and have judged them on further states that "In the case of faculty Council will be based on whether they
supports us passively.
our experience in their classrooms. We
members accused of violations it shall be take a stand in the Stern-Lawrence case
2. The student body appears to be tired of have talked to those who oppose them
the duty of the Dean of Academic Affairs
or whether they sit quietly on their white
the ".same old issue." Sorry . . . but the (Sachs, Goldberg, McCall, Callicounds, . to investigate charges and take aphorses in a state of serenity and extoll
issue is crystal-clear. The issue is one of etc.) and evaluated their statements to be propriate disciplinary action." Again , an
themselves for their meaningless statepolitical repression arid administrative unworthy. Very clearly, as intelligent example of the tremendous power of the
ment that protected them from getting in:
manipulation. The two leading left-wing beings, and based on our experiences with administration. The only appeal board in
volved.
radicals have been "dismissed." This has them, we do not need to look to a comhappened to over 200 other radical teach- mittee to condone or condemn them for
(The stateme nt i, printe d on page 6 )
ers across the country.
us . We are able and qualified to make up
our own minds.
3. The students may be looking for more
militant action. They seem upset by our 6. In our opinion, the formal hearing compowder-puff tactics. We take this oppor- mittees will serve only one purpose -- an
tunity to advise students that many of us opportunity for all students to observe.
have participated in militant action, and Ken Lawrence and Dan Stern agree that
The \or·t ht·a~tt·1·11
we will again when pushed to the wall. the hearings should be completely open.
Editor. ...... . ........... .. Ken Davis
Repression forces militant action!
Open hearings for all should not be conBusiness Manager. .... . ... Larry Spaeth
fused with_ student representatives, or
'Nature Boy ..... ... . . .. .. . Roger Bader
4. We reassure students that we· have no T.V. coverage, both of which have been
Secretary .. . . .. . .. ....... Lynn Musson
faith in the formal hearing committee who rumored.
This, the weekly PRINT, is unloaded ~t Bill Blough's assistant . .. . .. Bill Baker
will be controlled by the administration.
Northeastern fllinois State College, Ch,~ Columns .. .... .... ... . . .
We realize that the committee will not,
Ejitor,
under any circumstances, recommend a
cago. rn the official club and activity_dir~c- Corey's Place............. Gene Corey
" ...but the mJury to the host is neglirenewal of the contracts. Even if they
tory, it says that the PRINT'S functl<_m is , Black I ssues and You .... Arnold Wolman
gible." this was the end of Roger Bader's
"To provide a source of studen_t _mter- Dynamic Duo .. .. ..... ... Dave Green,
column which was innocently named Naaction. To stimulate campus activity of
Mike Gilmore
Editor,
ture Corner. I have to give Mr. Bader a
all types and represent responsible po_si- Staff fnteractor .. ....... Mickey Sagrillo
I would like to congratulate Roger pat on the back for saying what he did in
tions of students, faculty , and commumty : Fantastic new Talent. .. Connie McNeely,
Harold Bader on the superb column that the guise of a scientific column. It took
members." Ain't that a knee-slapper?
Al Orzechowski
some nerve on his part to comment on this
appeared in the last issue of the PRINT.
ff you'd like to contr!bute a~ything_ to Staff PhD ...... .. ........ . Dr. Les Klug
It was concise and sharply to the point. I social issue which perplexes us in these
past few turbulent years. I say it is about
have rarely seen that specific biological
this source of student mteraction, brmg PRlNTce ... . .......... . .John Poster
time someone has come forth and said
concept stated so well. I hope the column
it to our office sometime today or to- PRINTcess . .. .. ......... Abby Poster
what had to be said. Thank you Roger
will continue because it is the freshest
morrow, O.K.?
Sponsor of the week .. ..... E.M. Leibow
Harold Bader thank you. Keep up the
thing to happen to this school in the last
good work.
decade.
Name Withheld
Name Withheld

I would be less than honest if I did
not add my affirmative voice to Dr. Farr's
analysis of why the faculty often remains
silent on two-sided issues. Perhaps I can
best proceed by selecting two statements
from Dr. Farr's letter and discussing them
in the light of my experience in the
English Department during this last year.
1. " It is a fact of history that most
people will keep silent ·under the threat
of punishment for disagreeing with the
man at the top." It takes real courage to
voice an opin·ion counter to the
chairman's when there is the possibility
of a next-to-minimum raise or a possibility of let's - see - how - unattractive we - can make - it teaching schedule.
While the faculty member can appeal to
a committee in the former instance, he
has no appeal in the latter. And if he
should appeal, who is consulted? You
guessed it -- the chairman, who, because
of his office, is in a position to make
statements which, since they are not
verified, can kill the appeal. Thus the individual can be subjected to two critiques
by his chairman, and, while the APTS
Council sometimes chooses not to follow
the chairman's lead, such double jeopardy
is risky for the person appealing. In the
two areas of salary and schedule, faculty
members are most vulnerable and
therefore most fearful. A clever chairman
can use these areas to manipulate and
control departmental decisionss Who likes
exile in Outer Mongolia? It's cold out
there and frightening lonely.

FROM STERN LAWRENCE AD-HOC COMMITTEE
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Dr. Quinn Become~ Dean of Grad College

llWSIGHT

Dr. Paul F. Quinn, Professor of Education at Northeastern Illinois State College,
has been appointed to the position of
. Associate Dean of the Graduate College.
The appointment will go into effect Septemfrom Ken Davis
ber, 1969.
Dr. (.)umn has been with Northeastern
I jus t threw away the copy I had prepared for this little : corner, because I was since l96I in a parttime capacity and
too disgusted to finish it. I was knocking all the cheap toy politicians .that populate joined th e College full time in I 965 as
our Student Government for stan ding in the way of true progress. I s.a id that the an Associate Professor.
only credit due Sam Gallucci for his sensational manipulation of several thousand
Dr. Quinn received his AB. in 1933
do llars of our money into the hands of one of his friends was that, at least he was from Loyola University, and his M.A.
able to replace himself with someone more qualified for the job. .
(Education~ in 1940. Qr. Quinn w~s.
I believe everything that I wrote, inch,1.ding my sincere praises of the dedicated awarded his Doctorate from Loyola m
workers, who have accomplished more in one trimester than the past three or four · 1961. ·
.
.
.
Senates combined. But the whole thing wasn't worth printing, because it was so trite.
H_is professional expenence includes
Andy Zelasko would have taken ft all personally, and- he would have checked with - s~rvmg ~s a Counselor at Manl~y Yocahis friends to see if there ~as libel involved. Remembering the case Zelasko vs. Byron tlonal High School, and at Cregier Yoca- Byron vs. Zelasko earlier this year, I realized what I might have to go ·through,
and I wouldn't be able to keep a straight face during Andy's summation.
More importantly, it would make the Senate look ridiculous at a time when it
truly does not deserve bad publicity.
The whole issue is not so bad as it may seem because Tony Wiszowaty's administration has overcome much bigger problems than having the Presidential power
to authorize expenditures removed. Sinwell will probably work well with the Senate,
Two tenants at Chicago's now famous
and for all I care he can keep the job until the next election.
However, there should be someone else with the power to authorize monies in the haunted house on the near North side,
Senate beside Bill Sinwell, a non-elected student who has never really served any functi9n will be at Bugg House Square this
in the Senate except Friend of Progress. If Gallucci feels that he can appoint aids, Wednesday, in Bugg House Square
(formerly the North Dining Hall) from 3why didn't he appoint two people to the job, to act as a check on each other?
I still think the President should have the right to sign requisitions, but suddenly 5:00.
_ Also with the duo will be John
we all have to take AZ's word when he says that it's unconstitutional.
McLeron , of WCFL news.
WCFL is the station which helped
***** ***** ***** ¥ ****
make the building and its tenants famous,
A girl came to our office on Tuesday to ask us if we could appeal for some children's during its three-part documentary last
clothing. T he children at Chicago State Hospital, where she works, don't seem to winter.
Fascinating stories have been told of
have too much to wear. We told her that we'd be glad to mention it, and our office
will be the central collection point. Seems to me this would be a fantastic project for the the house, which was investigated by famfraternities and sororities. Maybe we could talk abou it.

tional High School, in Chicago. He taught
Education at Chicago Teachers College,
Loyola University , and was an invitational lecturer at Northwestern
University.
Among Dr. Quinn's service and committee activities are: Advisory . Board-St.
George High School, Evanston , Illinois,
North Central Visitation Committee,
Hirsch High School, and Advisory Committee-Chicago Board of Education
Career Development Project. Dr. Quinn
has published many articles including:
"In-service Training in Guidance for the
Disadvantaged ", "Co mmon Misconceptions ·in Guidance", and Review of A
Philosophy For Adult Education. He is
currently working on publishing other
material.

·spooky Show Scheduled At BHS

*** *** *** *** *** *** ***
This is our last newspaper for while with Mr. Liebow as sponsor. He took off
yesterday for London, where he will spend a couple of months . Our interim sponsor
will be Mr. Fredericks.
We hope Mr. Liebow doesn't get into any trouble over there, because he's known
to get pretty rowdy when he's had a few. And to Mr. Fredericks our sincerest condolences.' You got stuck with a lemon , sir.

By the middle of last week, Dr. Stern
had sent to President Sachs his formal
request for a hearing on his issuance of a
terminal contract. He had already begun
his interviews with committee members,
and had reportedly made his challenges.
His committee hearing should begin in the
early part of this week.

UPTOWN FIELD CENTER OPENS
by Connie McNeely

This spring, a decision was reached by
President Sachs and the Union for
Research and Experimentation in Higher
Education (UREHE) to open a field
center in the Uptown area, to be
sponsored by Northeastern.
The original idea came about at a
meeting held three or four years ago, in
which UREHE was attempting to find
some means for dealing with the urban
poor and problems in Chicago. The area
selected
for the center was Uptown--a port
Dr. Lawrence was to have begun his
interviews at the end of last week, and - of entry for Southern Whites, American
Indians, Japanese-Americans, - Puerto
should be clear for hearing sometime this
Ricans, and other migrant gro.ups.
week, also.
There will be an oppor(unity for
No further decisions had been made regarding the openness of the hearings, but,
students to work through the center,
no matter where or when, the PRINT will
beginning this September. The individual
be there for the report.
·
students and the community's needs will

STERN - LAWRENCE HEARINGS TO
BEGIN -WITHIN A FEW DAYS

ed parapsychologist Hans Holzer. The
place is also frequented by Irene Hughes,
local medium . Numerous apparitions occur regularly, as well as a variety of
physical phenomena, such as automatic
operation of electrical and mechanical apparatus in the house.
This presentation was scheduled for last
trim.ester, but was canceled-at the last moment. ·
Several other programs are also set, including a discussion with the north side
neighborhood group, the Young Patriots,
and the sponsoring of the acclaimed film,
Warrendale.

determine just what work should be done.
Students must be able to give at least two
trimesters of time (ideally three) and will
be expected to find their own room and
board within the Uptown community. A
certain amount of credit hours will be
granted for this experience.
NISC Anthropology Professor, Stan
Newman, director of the Uptown center,
offered this comment concerning the
purpose of the program; "to offer college
students the opportunity to earn their way
into a community , thereby affording them
an experience that is non-attainable in an
academic setting. We want to be able to
posture ourselves in a way that will
enable the community to take advantage
of our presence."
Help and further information can be
obtained through either Stan Newman or
Jim MacDonald .

POLICY STATEMENT AS TO CAMPUS DISTURBANCES
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. -- The Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities
is the governing board for a system of state colleges and universities which includes
Eastern Illinois University, at Charleston, Illinois; Western Illinois University, at
Macomb, Illinois; and Chicago State College and Northeastern Illinois State College,
both at Chicago, Illinois. The Board was created to operate, manage, control and
maintain the colleges and universities in the system, and it is· specifically charged
by statute with making rules and regulations for the good government and management
of the colleges and universities under it<; jurisdiction.
Campus disturbances have been occurring with increasing frequency throughout
the United States and the Board has determined that the interests of all concerned
would be served best by promulgating an express statement of policy as to the consequences of such a disturbance within this system.
· The policy enunciated here \n is in no sense intended to deprive any person of
his rights of free speech and assembly; and the exercise of those rights in a lawful
manner is to be encouraged at every institution under the jurisdiction of this Board.
Actions, however, which deprive others of their rights without due process of law
cannot be justified.
All too often campus disturbances have disrupted educational functions, deprived
the !J]ajority of the right to pursue their education, and resulted in injury to persons
and extensive damage to property. The State,. no iess than a private property owqer,
has ·the right and responsbility to preserve property under its control for the use
to which it is lawfully dedicated. Neither the United States Constitution, nor the
Constitution of the State of Illinois, preclude the State from controlling the use of
its own property for lawful, non-discriminatory purposes.
Accordingly, in order that normal educational processes can continue without interruption and in order that individual safety, personal freedoms and property rights
can be enjoyed without impairment, this Board declares that unlawful activities will
not be tolerated on the campus of any institution under its jurisdiction. In particular,
the Board believes that Article 21 of the Illinois Criminal Code, dealing with damage
and trespass to property, provides appropriate penalties for dealing with persons who
willfully damage State property or commit trespass on the campus.
Criminal damage to property is committed by one who does any of the acts specified

in Section 21-1, Chapter 38, Illinois Revised Statutes 1967, and, without regard to
time or place, any person who willfully damages campus property violates the law
and should be arrested and prosecuted.
Criminal trespass is committed by one who enters an area with notice that entry
therein is forbidden or who 'remains in an area after notice _to depart. It is lawful
and proper to prescribe reasonable regulations ,as to conditions and times for access
to campus buildings. Entrances, halls and exits must be kept open for normal operations
and the safety of others; offices are to be used for the purposes intended; and buildings
are to be cleared and closed at established hours. Persons who violate such reasonable
regulations should be notified to depart. This advice and notification should be given
publicly and orally by an authorized representative. Thereafter, if such persons remain,
a police officer should read applicable portions of the criminal trespass statute, Section
21-3, Chapter 38, Illinois Revised Statutes 1967, and advise them that they are in
violation of the law and that they will be arrested if they do not depart. In appropriate
circumstances court action of an injunctive or criminal nature should be sought.
Members of a campus community who participate in unlawful activities which
disrupt educational functions have no right to remain members of the community.
Students and staff will be dealt with in accordance with established disciplinary and
administrative processes. Such processes will not be waived because a student or
member of the staff has been charged or convicted of violation of a criminal law
or ordinance arising out of the same event.
When the Presidents of the institutions of this. system, in their judgment, believe
that unlawful activities, which disrupt educational functions , warrant, they are directed
to make prompt application to those agencies provided by the State for the purpose
of dealing with those who break the law. Police should be summoned without delay,
public prosecutors should be advised of the situation and the courts should be asked
to make timely disposition of all cases resulting from the incident.
Education is the living and growing source of our progressive civilization, of our
open repository of increasing knowledge, culture and salutory democratic traditions.
It deserves our highest respect and fullest support in the performance of its lawful
mission. No person, without liability to lawful processes, may intentionally act to
impair or prevent the accomplishment of the lawful mission, process, or function of an
educational institution.
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''ROLE OF-POLICE''·
IS DISCUSSED HERE
by Dave Green
...an oppressed group of people, who
are members of the lower-working class,
alienated from society and are subject to
constant ani m osity .. .sounds familiar ,
doesn ' t it? But when spoken by a
policeman commenting on the role of the
police in society, you are confronted with
a unique opinion. This was Officer Tom
Carlisle talking about the position the
police feel they have in society. He asked
the people attending the History Club last
week to look at the facts . "The policeman
is paid 33 per cent less than the national
average for a family of four ... The supreme
court has made decisions which the police
contacts with the public find the police-·
man conf_ronted with animosity."
policeman confronted with animosity."
Officer Carlisle feels that because of
these reasons the police feel alienated
from the mainstream of society. Because
of this alienation the police have become
drawn to the conservative and ultra-cons7rvative side of many issues. He draws
the comparison to the student who feels
alienated and finds himself drawn to the
. far left politically.
He admits that the police have a long
history of being conservative. He doesn't
try to hide the fact and feels that most
policemen sympathize with the conservative or ultra-conservative, but they
don't openl y join these groups because the
job they hold is politically controlled and
any affiliations with political groups to
the far right or left would resul t in their
dismissal.
He said that most white policemen who
are assigned to the black areas of the city
consider it a " Raid behind enemy lines."
When questioned about the bad image

the police seem to have amassed among
the Ii bera ls and left-wingers, Officer
Carlisle said the only solution to this problem is a certain amount of compromising
of positions by the liberals and the police.
An understanding, by the liberals, that the
police are human and that all stories of
brutality cannot be taken as fact. " ... there
is brutality and there isn't."
Carlisle can't see why the radicals have
tried to alienate the police wi th their confrontations. It would seem to the radicals
advantage to align themselves with the
police. What other group has the power
that the pnlice hold? This brou ght up a
question of why the department does n't
further train and educate the policemen
to cope wit h the socialogical and
psychological problems that face them today.
To this Officer Carlisle responded "that
maybe the people in power don't want a
liberal, well-educated police department."
The session concluded with the question of the police's moral right to shoot
people, with a discussion of the recent
shootings at Berkeley. This degenerated
into an argument between Bill Fra polly
(radical left) and Bob Hill (ultra-conservative).
'The Pigs are shooting students."
"No, the police are shooting Pigs."
Officer Carlisle's only response to this
was that all the facts are not available
and opinions s h o u ldn 't b e based on
heresay. Thus ended the meeting.
Next week (June 10) the History Club
presents Mr. Ashish Sen talking on the
subject of "Democracy in India". It will
be held in A 129-31 and Mr . Barber says
it promises to be another interesting
meeting.
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BLACK ISSUES AND YOU

The Joint·Statement

by Arnold Wolman

For the past few months the Student Affairs Council has been developing a statement
that states the guidelines for the college community.
More specifically, it concerns the responsibilities of the President, the policy of the
school on student dissent, and the policy of guests on campus. The statement has been
passed by the Student Senate and the Sub-Committee of th e Senate Steering Committee
at NISC . It still must be approved by the Faculty Senate before it will be adopted as a
school policy.
·
Here is the statement in its entirety:

We, the Student Affairs Council and the Sub-Committee of the Senate Steering Committee of Northeastern Illinois State College fully recognize the right of dissent in the
academic community.
All members of the academic community (students, faculty, and administrators) have
the right to constructively disagree, dissent, or criticize existing policies and practices.
Legitimate democratic channels exist on this campus to provide for the expression of
THE
FREEDOM TO TEACH AND LEARN:
ili~rt

~

Academic institutions exist for the transm sion of knowledge, the pursuit of truth, the
development of students, and the general w II-being of society. Free inquiry and free
expression are indispensable to the attainmen of these goals. As members of the academ
ic community, students should be encourage to develop the capacity for critical judg-c
ment and to engage in a sustained and independent search for truth.
Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are inseparable facets of academic freedom.
The freedom to learn depends upon appropriate opportunities and .conditions in the
classroom, on the campus, and in · the larger community. Students should exercise their
freedom with responsibility. The freedom to teach depends on the same opportunities and
conditions. Classroom instruction is part of the regular and essential operation of the in. stitution, and the instructor must be free to exercise this right in a responsible manner
\Yitltou! disruption or violence.
The responsibility to secure and respect general conditions conducive to the freedoms
to learn and teach is shared by all members of the academic community. The college has
a duty to develop policies and procedures which provide and safeguard this freedom.
Such policies and' procedures should be developed with the broadest possible participa- tion of the members of the academic community.
0

INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBUTY:

The authority and responsibility of the president of the college is stated on page 7 of
the Faculty Handbook, First edition, September, 1966, and reads as follows:
"This executive shall have the full power and responsibility within the
framework of the general policies determined by The Board of
Governors in the organization, management, direction and supervision
of the institution which he serves, and shall be held to strict accountability by the Board for the successful functioning of his insitution in all
its departments, divisions, and services."

· t is, therefore, the responsibility of the president of his designated official to take appropriate action in the following cases:
·
I. When the-rights and freedoms expressed above are endangered.
2. When the regular and essential operation of the institution is disrupted .
3. When, on the campus, actions of members of the academic community or anyone else
results in a violation of civil or criminal law, particularly:
a. Physical violence to.persons or property.
b. The unlawful carrying or use of weapons.
In the violation of items I and 2 it shall be the duty of the Dean of Students to bring formal charges against students to the Student Affairs Council. The Student Affairs Council
may recommend disciplinary action up to and including expulsion from the college. The
Dean of Students shall have the responsibility to carry out disciplinary action recommended, or, in consultation with the Student Affairs Council, reduce the punishment, but shall
not make it more severe. ·In the case of faculty members accused of violations it shall be
the duty of the Dean of Academic Affairs to ,investigate charges and take appropriate disciplinary action. In the case of members of the administration accused of violation it shall
be the duty of the President of the College to investigate charges and take appropriate disciplinary action. In all cases the standards of academic due process as recommended by the
AA UP shall be adhered to. Any member of the academic community shall have the right
of appeal to the President of the College upon disposition of their case.
. In violations o(point 3, the president will have the duty and right to call in civil authorities if, in his judgment, it is deemed necessary for the protection or property on the campus.
The above statement was endorsed by The Steering Committee of the Faculty Senate,
January 8, 1969 and by the Faculty Senate, January I 0, 1969.
OUTLINE OF POLICY ON STUDENT DISSENT

I.

Monday, June 2, 1969

How Racism Works
A few days ago someone' said to me: "You can't just mouth off all the time
about recism. You are going to have to show how it works." Today, I hope to
do just that.
I suppose that the first thing that must be done is to define Racism. I am goin
to borrow a definition which appears in Carmichael and Hamilton's Black Power.
On page three it says: "By racism we mean the predication of decisions and policies
on considerations of race for the purpose of subordinating a racial group jnd maintaining control over that group." They continue on page four with: "Racism is both
overt and covert. It takes two, closely related forms: individual whites acting against
individual blacks, and acts by the total white community against the black community.
We call these individual racism anrl in~titntional racism."
Later on in the same page they say that when a black family ,. who has just moved
mto a white neighborhood, is stoned that we are seeing an example of in_dividual
racism but that it is institutional racism that keeps black people pocked in dilapidated
slum tenements, subject to the daily prey of exploitative slumlords, merchants, loan
sharks and discriminatory real estate agents.
Because of the fact that all of us know of cases involving individual racism I
am going to limit myselfto the more subtle means of institutional racism.
Recently someone asked one of my teachers how his children and he got along
concerning the race question. He said that he had been scolded by his son because
of the way the black people have been treated the past 300 years. 'Tm only 50
years old." my teacher said. Don't blame me for what hli!> happened. We're not
blaming him for what has happened. We 're blaming him for what hasn't happened.
We're blaming him for not doing anything to alleviate the injustice during the past
fifty years.
One statement heard often towards students from parents is: "I didn ' t bring the
slaves here. It's not my fault." This example of .resignation on the parents part is
no better than the teacher's resignation . The problem is not whether or not the parent
helped bring the slave here ; but what he has done to alleviate the plight of the
blacks. How' has he helped towards treating black human begins like human beings.
Last semester one of the points made often by my anthropology teacher and a point
made now by my government professor 1s that the students shouldn't even bother
to go home and attempt to discuss the race question with their parents because tpeir
parents .are in another world and it just won't work . I disagree. I think that sons
and daughters should discuss the inequalities whenever they get a chance. If, as
the teachers warned, they are thrown out of the house, good.
·
This is not to say that everyday people, peopie 1nvo°Jve·d in all walks of life,
should suddenly drop their interests and take up the black cause. Nor does it mean
that the blue Collar man should spend his free time volunteering his services; though
volunteer workers are desperately needed in the ghetto. What it means is that the
"common-man-in-the-streets" Should make every endeavor to study the problem;
to view the issues from both sides; to try and comprehend what it is that the black :
man wants. All too often people say that they aren't interested because they just
want to make an honest decent living. But they're unaware that they can't be uninvolved; that if and even if they only do their job they're still involved.
But many people say they are too busy to involve themselves; they can't do so
they say because they're too busy raising a family. Well then maybe they can read
about the injustices or just about the viewpoints. Everyone has time for reading;
everyone pleasure reads. Instead of reading Portnoy's complaint this week read:
Soul on Ice - Eldridge Cleaver
Why We Can't Wait - Martin Luther King
Black Voices - An Anthology - A Mentor Book

Voice and Diction teachers who preach that the only right way to say a word
is how the wealthiest people of a nation say it is practicing institutional racism.
Hospitals which allow white nurses to take longer breaks or to eat food from
the kitchen but who don't allow the nurses aids to do so likewise is practicing institutional Racism.
Employment agencies that use code numbers with their big-business-counterparts
in order to reveal to a prospective employer what color the prospective employee
is, they too are practicing racism.
Newspapers sometimes are the worst racists ; the best examples of institutional
racism. For example, we can use the black militant sniping event which rocked
Cleveland last summer. Almost immediately the national media began espousing the
theory that "urban guerilla warfare was beginning"; that "policemen were becoming
the targets of pre mediated attacks." This theory ofa "new trend' ;· was seemingly
substantiated with the outbreak of new disorders:
"eleven cops shot in Peoria"
"five policemen ambushed and shot in Harvey, Ill. "
etcetera,

Whereas it is the province of the Student Affairs Council, which includes student,
faculty, and administrators (ex officio), to deal with student dissent and pressure for
change ;
2. Whereas prevention of disruption if both primary and possible ;
3. Whereas change is desired and needed in a dynamic institution, and the Student Affairs
Council should be both a catalyst for change and a force for its implementation;
4. Whereas it is impossible to anticipate each separate situation which might arise, and
t~e Council would not want to prescribe in advance rigid formulas for dealing with dissent;
.
5. And whereas general rules are necessary to provide both a procedure for the students
Various respected organs of national media immediately formulated and published
and a non-restrictive guideline fo r the Council, while maintaining maximum flexibility;
their
own elaborate theories as to, how and why this "festering militancy" began.
6. Therefore , be it resolved that the chief guidelines for student dissent and forces for
'''Brandeis University's Lemberg Center for the Study of Violence undertook to
change be common sense and willingness to reason, and that the following principles
examine the "new trend" theory by studying instances of racial violence over the
be employed as subordinate guildelines:
Cont . on page 6
past year. It concluded that the trend was largely a MYTH concocted by the news
media."
"According to the study there was instance after instance of 'emprecise, distorted,
inaccurate reporting' with'a tendency to needlessly sensationalize the news'".
"But the study was virtually ignored by the national media -- both locally and
nationally -- despite the fact that the media have devoted considerable attention to the
Lemberg Center and its previous reports ."

THE FLIP SIDE
3314 W. FOSTER AVENUE• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625

PHONE: 478-1490
STEREO L.P.'S - $3.19
8-TRACK TAPES -$5.50
TOP 40 45'5 .69

HOURS:
DAILY 10- 6
MON. AND FRI.

l O- 9

-

WEEKLY SPECIAL
STEREO L.P.'S BY
POPULAR ARTISTS
ONLY$2 48

A close look at the Lemberg Data reveals that "the highest figures for numbers
of policemen wounded are misleading. In Peoria, to take one example, 7 policemen ·
hot 11 were injured, none seriously.
Those people interested in delving further into this report should see: the report
from The- Lemberg Center for the -Study of Violence and they also should see the
Chicago Journalism Review, April, 1969.
In the next issue of Black Rights and You I will begin to explore Racism as
perpetrated within the hospital system of Chicago.
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OGILVIE' COMMEND·s
NISC SANDBAGGERS

-AMERICAN
REVOLUTION II
JUNE 4
AT NISC

STATE OF ILLINOIS

OFFICE OF CIVIL DEFENSE

A commendation from governor
Oglivie was sent last week to Joe Weirich,
the student who severa l weeks ago
organized a group of NISC students for
volunteer sandbagging work in F ulton ,
Illinois.
In the accompanying letter, Ogilvie
· said,
"Your contribution in time and effort .
during the recent successful flood fight
on thr Upper Mississippi R iver in lllinoIS,
is indicative of the type of organization
we are proud to have functioning in our
State.
"Without the cooperation of groups
such as yours, IlliriOlll·:wo.uld doubtless
have suffered n1iBions .~ fJ?.iJ.llars ·worth of
damage to our commumpes:·_.· · .
. . "I extend my personalappreciation, and
th~ official commenda.tion -. of the
Governor of Illinois ; o · the Northeastern
Illinois State College." ·

<!Commenbation
BE IT KNOWN THAT

AND, SUCH EXCEPTIONAL EFFORT IS HEREBY APPRECIATED AND COMMENDED
BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE OF ILLINOIS .

Given this ...Ur.!L .. day of...l1!!c)' .. .

By authority of His Excellency,
Richard B. Ogilvie, Governor
of the State of Illinois

one thousand nine hundred and.... 6.9...... .
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NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE

CONTRIBUTED BENEFICIALLY TO THE SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY EFFORT TO LIMIT
HIGH WATER DAMAGE FROM THE THIRD HIGHEST FLOOD CRESTS IN THE HISTORY
OF ILLINOIS ON THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER:

THE FOLLOWING ROOMS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE TIMES LISTED
FOR STUDENTS' USE AS S'J!UDY AREAS. IT IS REQUESTED THAT ALL
R ULES OF THE COLLEGE B E OBSERVED.

.

•-a•at Friend •

DIRECTOR OF CIVIL OEFBNSE

STUDENT STUDY ROOMS-MAY-JUNE

A l 11

On Wednesday, June 4th, the Peace
Council and Bugg House Square swill
pre sent the documentary "American
Revolution 2." This film, currently being
presented at the 3 Penny Ci nema, wi ll be
shown free of charge in the Northeastern
auditorium. "American Revolution 2" has
received wide critical acclaim, including
a four star rating Sun-Times movie critic
Roger Ebert.
.
To afford everyone the opportunity to
see this outstanding fi lm, arrangements
have been made ·•for two presentations.
The first showin g will be at 1 PM , followed by a panel discussion. T he fi lm will
be repeated at (j PM .the same evening.
This documentary highlights fi lm taken
by professional photographers cau ght up ·
in last summer's police riot at G rant Park ·
and the work of the Black Panther-Young
Patriots coalition now operating in the
Uptown area. Featured are a nu mber of
Northeastern students c~rrently involved
in ending p o li ce bru ta l it y and t h e
d isplace me nt of p oo r w h ites by the
Uptown Urban Renewal Committee.
The panel discussion; following the 1
PM showing, will be headed by Black
Panther leader Bob Lee and num bers of
the Young Patriots. Everyone is invited
to. engage in questions ·and discussion of
this attempt to humanize our society.

C OLONEL D. M. VANCE, U.S. ARMY (Ret'd)

RICHARD B. OGILVIE
GOVERNOR OF ILLINOIS
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DETTMER TO ., HEADLINE,AWARDS
PRESENTATION
,

.Sta tement co,itinues

6
I

6a. First, apply the principle of priorities. Whatever the complaint or ·p roposal, students
should begin by consulting an appropriate channel that has the power to consider the
grievance. ,If the student does not know what the appropriate channel is, he may consult with the Dean of Students or Departmental Chairman. Some appropriate chanby Robert Piasecki
manager of the Cincinnati Symphony Orcnel s are:
hestra. In 1951 he took the job of music
a) Student Senate and councils and committees of the Student Senate.
writer o_n the New York Tribune, which
b) Faculty Senate and councils and committees of the Faculty Senate.
On Wednesday evening, June 4, at 8:00
held till 1953. In 1953 Roger moved to
c) The Administration and councils and committees of the Administration committees. p.m. Interpreters Theatre will present
Chicago and became the drama and music
d) All college publications.
t~eir_Second Annual _A wards Night. Highcritic for the Chicago American. Today he
e) Activities such as Bughouse Square, Faculty Forums, Student Forums.
hghtmg the event this year will be an ad- is one of the top men in his field and hi"s
f) General referendum.
dress by Mr. Roger Dettmer, the renowned column in Chicago Today is very popular.
Throughout the years Mr. Dettmer has
6b. Second, if reasonable satisfaction is not obtained, students should carry thei r com- drama and music critic for Chicago Today.
written many articles for various magaplaint to whatever other levels they feel can deal with it.
zines, including Opera in London. He has
Every year Interpreters Theatre sets
6c. Third, if the students choose to appeal the decision of another group, the matter should
also written record liners for RCA , Capibe brought to the attention of the Student Affairs Council. The Council members will aside one day to honor some of their outtol, Mercury and Columbia. He has also
standing members. T his year eleven
try to meet as soon as possible to deal with urgent matters.
appeared on many local T. V. shows inpeople will receive certificates of merit.
6d. Fourth , students bringing complaints or proposals before the Council must be able to These are for outstanding service in both
cluding "Off the Cuff' and the "Jack Eipresent their case reasonably and indicate the steps they have already taken to present performing and · behind the scenes
gen Show". There are not too many plays
their grievances. The Council will then fully and openly discuss the compaints or pro- technical work.
Roger hasn't seen.
posals with the students -involved.
This has been another good year for
If a complaint or proposal is considered valid, the Council will champion the cause. Interpreters Theatre . They have
If you would like to hear Roger DetThe type of assistance granted will depend on the particular issue at hand, but immed- represented the school at festivals in In- tmer, and be in on all the fun of this gala
affair, Interpreters Theatre invites you to
iate and conclusive action is paramount. The Council should arrange to report to stu- diana, Illinois, Arizona and just recently in
Ohio. Last November Interpreters
be in the little Theatre at 8:00 p.m . on
dents on progress in one week or less, faster in emergency situations.
The~tre was able to win two trophies, in- June 4, 1969. There is no admission and
If the Council decides that the complaint is not valid, the dissenting students still cludmg first place, at Northern Illinois
refreshments will be served.
have the right to demonstrate. Guidelines which articulate the basic principle that University. Some of the oerformances·
Interpreters Theatre has already sent indemonstrations should not disrupt the normal operation of the college, are stated in here at school in the last year include At
vitations to the membership and faculty.
a previous ,section of this document.
The Hawks Well, " Who is Lorca?" and
However, you will not need the invitations
In summary, no one has the right to restrict protest by assigning a time and place, and Blood Wedding.
to attend. Everyone is invited to attend
Interpreters Theatre is very pleased to
scheduling the activity as another college activity. This would in effect checkmate reaand stay for the reception afterwards. If
you would like any more information
sonable protest. Second, when students have exhausted the procedural means of the be able to present Roger Dettmer at this
please contact Mrs. Waisman in C305 , or
college, they are not automatically denied the options open to them through extra- years awards night. Roger graduated from
drop a note in the Interpreters Theatre' s
procedural means such as rallies , handbills and demonstrations. Third, the Council the University of Michigan in 1950. After
mail box on the second floor.
will rule separately concerning each case of protest, and will have a free hand to im- graduation he got a job as associate
pose or withhold all available sanctions. Fourth , the purpose of this procedure and of
the Council shall never be to thwart protest nor to govern punitively, but to make pro3. In the violation of items I and 2 it shall be the duty of the Dean of Students to bring
test unnecessary, and to lay down the guidelines for its use.
·
formal charges against students and/or the sponsoring organization to the Student
Affairs Council. The Student Affairs Council may recommend disciplinary action up
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE POLICY ON GUESTS
to and including expulsion from the college. T he Dean of Students shall have the responsibility to carry out disciplinary action recommended, or, in consultation with the
1. Any campus group which invites individ4als or organizations to participate in campus
Student Affair~ Council , reduce the punishment, but shall not make it more severe. In
activities accepts the responsibility for the actions of those they invite. Groups or
the case of faculty members accused of violations it shall be the duty of the Dean of
individuals invited to campus must agree to accept state and campus rules. Two of the
Academic Affairs to investigate charges and take appropriate disciplinary action. In
primary state rules are the prohibition of alcoholic beverages on campus and the prothe case of members of the administration accused of violation it shall be the duty of
hibition of firearms on campus. (The campus rules include statements on parking,
the President of the College to investigate charges and take appropriate disciplinary
use of study carrels, etc). Such sponsoring groups or individuals must sign responsiaction. fn all cases the standard of academic due process as recommended by the
bility agreements wit h the D ean of Students.
AAUP shall be adhered to. A ny member of the academic community shall have the
2. If there is violence or the treat of violence due to the actions of the visitors, they shall
right of appeal to the President of the C ollege upon disposition of their cases.
be asked to leave immediately. If they will not leave voluntarily, steps shall be taken
to remove them.

ANNOUNCING
The Opening of

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week

NEW DINING ROOM
"Specializing in I talian Cuisin e"

588-9365

588-9850

·ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

•TUNE-UPS
•
• TRANSMISSIONS
ITAN ARD
• BREAKES RELINED
.
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
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• TIRES· BATTERIES

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES &SERVICE
· IARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAIE DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE .ON ALL IAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNm

AUTO AIR
CONDlnONING

Now Serving from

11 :00 a.m.- 11 :30 p.m. Tues.-Thur.
1h00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. Friday
4:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. Saturday

3407 w.
Bryn Mawr
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The lmportallce of A Second Language

..

.
.
•
secondary education complete without the
masses, while Buropean education s de- you are not accustomerd. That is one rea1
S palmshd ma1or Delia dCasl~s r~tche~~Y . study of at least one foreign language for a
velopment has been for the benefit of the son for the study of languages ... Another is
compete a term paper, ea mg w1
e
b
f
1) · eli·te
· "C
·s
d L
h I
num er o years.
.
that, from the learning of additional lang:::~:,_ H:rn c:ncl:~r::ns p~:gi~~::esti~:, _. In m_any count_ries one fore!gn lan~uage
uages, you will know your own language
· · II · th Ii ht 0 , the recent dis- 1s r~qmred. _~ll g1~e language 11_1struct10n a
WORLD LANGUAGES FOR WORLD better than ever you did."
especia Y in e g
'J •
.
maJor position m the cumculum. In
CONT ACT
Familiarity with one other language is
cussion of the matter. Delia Casas points
. . .
E
· Schools Latin
out that "As the 'physical capacity' of our genera1 m . uropean
'
'
the
surest means for us to realize that the
Within the next twenty years, some words
college extends, I hope that our inGreek, English, French and German play
which we bandy about most freely,
Americans
will
have
to
communicate
in
.
.
d
d
t
d
"
.,
a
dommant
role.
.
te II ectua I _a b I1lly _an our un ers an mg OJ
In length of time devoted to foreign almost anyone of the world's 2000 or such as "democracy", capitalism", "free,
enterprise", carry with them very different,
people will continue to _grow. Our Lang- language study the picture is as follow:
more spoken tongues. Many Americans connotations. Once we have gained such
uage Department contributes t~ our cult- 8 ears : Au~tria Mexico, Yugoslavia,
will
require
considerable
skills
in
imporura/ growth. In understanding other Itai
'
awareness, we are ready to understand
tant languages both spoken and written.
other nations and to speak with them withpeople we co_ntin_ue to reach ou!, for fur- 7 ylars : Spain, France, Portugal
A great many Americans will continue in their "frame of reference".
6)
ther communication and contact.
6 years : Dominican Republic, Greece,
to need some competence in. the common
America has in the last twenty
As America's relations with other Ireland, Japan, U.S .S.R.
Western languages such as French, Ger- years-and
first time in history-asserted
nations of the world expand, the need for 5 years : Australia, Netherlands, Sweden, man, Italian, Russian and Spanish.
3) that the wealth of a prosperous nation is a
knowledge of foreign languages in our England
·
. Literate Americans will continue to find
sacred trust and should be used in part to
country increases. This is an obvious 4 years : Brazil
in Racine, Cervantes and Beaudelaire, for assist underveloped countries. Yet she has
reason for teaching foreign languages in 3 years : Argentina
example, richer and deeper meaning when reaped ingratitude, misunderstanding, ill
our nation's schools and colleges.
2 years : United States
read in the original than when read in will, and at time active hostility.
A les~ obvious bu~ equally . im1;1ortant A comparison of our offering with the cur- translation.
One of the reasons for such a sad state
reason 1s the potential contnbut1on of riculum of other nations reveals an asNo culture, ancient or modern can of affairs is the inability of many Amerif?reign langua~e learning to an i~divid1:1al's tounding backwardness in this area.
2)
really be penetrated and understood exliberal education. To communicate m a
This is the language program of a rela- cept in and through its language. Lan!f- cans who went abroad and of many who
stayed at home to enter the moods of
foreign language, to participate in a differ- tively small nation:
uages today are useful for all or nearly ~II, foreigners. We antagonize many by
ent culture, and to read in another literIT AL y
in direct or indirect fashion. They are m- forcing our own language upon them and
ature is a broadening and lasting educa. dispensable for a growing numbers of refusing to say ten words in their own. 7)
tional experience, a form of personal fulAmericans in a countr.y where 50 per cent We thus failed to understand their psyIn the second and third years of the
fillment.
Scuola Media 3 hours a week are devoted of high school boys and girls go to Col- chology and we were accused of pracStill another reason is that specialization to a foreign language, out of a total of 31
lege.
4) ticing economic and cultural imperialism.
in language study can lead to attractive hours. (children 11, I 2 and 13 years old)
No country today is more universally We have been misjudged, often unfairly.
career opportunities. In some positions, Two year Ginnasio (13 and 14 years old)
involved in world problems. Thousands of To succeed to unravel the web of econforeign language proficiency is a require- IV
Americans are sent every year into Eu- omic, military, political, psychological
V
ment, it is almost always an asset as a Modernlanguage4
4 rope, into South America, into the Congo, forces at work in the world , we need all
secondary qualification.
Greek 4
4 Marocco, Nigeria, I ran , Laos and
the broadening of our minds and all the
Latin 5
5 Vietnam in diplomacy, trade, banking, in flexing of our intellect that we can master.
the administration of economic assistance
In the fifth year 13 out of a total of 27
At the request of the U.S . National
Language Study in Other Lands
hours, that is almost half, are given to or of technical 'aid, in hygiene, in the avia- Commission for UNESCO , a discussion
tion and oil industries-people who are not guide was prepared by William Riley
foreign languages.
competent to fulfill their assigned roles if Parker, Professor of English at Indiana
In most civilized countries language ·
they are language blind.
5) University, former President of the ModThree years Classical Liceo
learning is considered not a minor, disThe study of languages, besides its prac- ern
pensable adornment in general education,
Language Association of America.
III ~ tical usefulness, is one of the most broad- His materials, published in a book titled
I
II
but a matter for a very serious concern.
ening
we
can
undertake.
It
enables
us
to
t;.reek
3
3
3
The facts are that, in general, language
The National Interest and Foreign Langrealize that other people feel, think, act uages, are of the greatest significance to
-4
4
4
study abroad begins ·earlier (normally bet- Latin
ween the ages of 10 and 12), extends over Out of total 29 hours, 7 are allotted to differently from us and are justified in the future success of the American People
doing so, just as they are in treating their in communicating effectively with other
many more years, involves a much larger languages.
language, the mirror of their culture, rev- people of the world and making progress
proportion of the children attending
school, and achieves more conspicuous reWhen one considers that the United erently.
toward that important goal of UNESCO
The great scientist Thomas Huxley (United Nations Educational Scientific
sults that it does in the U.S.
States is the richest nation on earth and
Educated Europeans. study the langthat Public Education has been one of the stated once that most of the disagreements and Cultural Organization): "the moral
uages they think they will most need in a
greatest American achievements, it is and misunderstandings arise out . o( mis- and intellectual solidary of mankind".
contracting world. The minimum period of disheartening to observe what has been takes and confusion over words. "One of
Some fundamental questions were:
studv tolerated in nearly all civilized
offered in the way of foreign language the safest ways" he added "of delivering 1) How does a knowledge of modern
nations is 4 years. ·Except possibly for oth- study. At the same time we have to realize yourself from the bondage of words is to foreign language contribute to interer English:speaking countries, the leaders that American educational curricula have know how ideas look in words to which national understanding?
of no foreign scfioot system consider a
been developed for the education of the
Co nt' d. P age 10

Archy & Mehitabel Starts Today
Archy and Mehitabel, based on Don
Marquis' poems, will be presented in
NISC's college auditorium, June 2-7 by
the Children's Theater Group. Directed
by Durward Redd, Assistant Professor of
Speech at Northeastern, the play is made
up of several ·of Marquis' poems. This version of the play has been done for many
years by other groups, and was made into
a full-length musical, Shinbone Alley.
Archy, played by Lewis Michaels and
Jim Woods, Jr., is the cockroach/author of
the poems. Being a cockroach, he must
type all his poems in lower-case letters,
not being able to reach the shift key. He
has many friends, and writes about many
of them, some of whom will appear in the
play.

Other members of the cast are: Jordyce
Fisher and Terry Dicirolamo as Tabbies,
Danier W. Pugh as Broadway, Robert
Gorg a·s Tom, and Denny Wise as the
Newspaperman. JoAnn Byron will play
.the piano, and Leigh Carter will play the
guitar.
When asked why there were two Archys and two Mehitabels, Mr. Redd stated
that in musical productions it isn't a good
idea to depend on just one voice--but that
two leads are not unaerstudies to one
another. Each one is just as able as the
other to do the part, and_each has an equal
chance. Each one, too, brings something
different to the part. For instance, Catherine Cutinelli, in her part as Mehitabel,
tries to bring out the comic side of her,
whereas Marietta Larson tries to have her
seen as a more sexy character.

Mehitabel, played by Catherine Cutinelli and Marietta Larson, is an alley cat
who is happy in her "less-than-the
best-of-everything" life. Although she
doesn't have the best of everything, she is,
nevertheless, a carefree, freewheeling spirit. Archy, the cockroach, tries to reform
her, and to change her into a respectable
house cat. Although he finally succeeds in
getting her to take a job as a house cat,
she is not really happy in that new life,
and eventually returns to her alley cat
existence. Even though she realizes that
she doesn't have much, she always tries to
make the best of what she does have.
The dances and musical numbers were
staged by Jim Woods, Jr. of New York.
Jim has done choreography for such musi-

The performances will be at 10:00 AM
Monday through Friday, June 2-6, 12:00
noon on Friday, June 6, and at 1:00 PM
on Saturday, June 7. Admission to these
performances will be free to N ISC
students with an ID card. There will be a
benefit performance on Friday, June 6, at
7:30 which will be a family show, including
the play, Archy and M ehitabel, and a variety show presented by the Children's.
group. Admission for thi s performance will
be $2.00. The profits from this performance will go to the Chi ldren's Theater
Group, who plan to use the money to take
their company on tour this summer so that
they can perform for various chi ldren's
organizations.

by Lynn Musson
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cals as Carousel and Gypsy, and has recently been touring with a company of
Wizard of Oz.
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Intercollegiate Music Festival

Illinois Wins Big Band Title Again
1

1

ST. LOUIS, MO. --Groups from the
NBC Television personality Ed
University of Illinois, Indiana University McMahon was master of ceremonies fo r
and Vassar College were crowned the the finals. Also appearing on the show
champions of American campus music were the Burgundy Street Singers, 1968
Saturday, May 24, at the third annual vocal wi nners, and pianist Kirk Nurock.
Intercollegiate Music Festival in Kiel
Opera House.
Ill inois won the big band category fo r
the second stra_ight year under the direction
of John G a r vey; Indi a na 's H arry
Miedema· Combo was judged the best
small group and the VLssar G_-Stringers
1
and Ill inois' Harry Smith tied for top
·-J vocal honors.
The U.S. winners will meet the best
Canadian college musicians August 23 in
Toronto at the North American College
The Children's admissions Unit of the
Chicago State Hospital has appealed for
Music Championships.
Judging the competition, co-sponsored old or donated clothing for children, both
by Budweiser and Trans World Airlines, boys and girls.
All types of clothing are needed, inwere Dr. M.E . Hall, music department
head at Stephen F. Austin State College, cluding shoes and socks. Many children
reportedly do not have summer clothing,
Texas; jazz composer-flautist Paul Horn ; and
at least one little boy was forced last
arranger-composer and saxophonist Oliver week during the eighty and ninety degree
Nelson ; guitarist Johnny Smith, and trum- weather to wear snow pants.
peter-vocalist and bandleader CJ.ark Terry.
The PRINT office, E-45, will be the
The winning groups won over more central collection point for any article of
than 11,000 musicians from I, 100 col- clothing donated by NISC students or
leges who began competition in the Spring faculty. Contributions of any clothing artiat regional festivals in Villanova, Pa.; cles will be accepted every day during
Cerritos, Calif.; Elmhurst, fnd;; Mobile, school hours.
Ala ; Little Rock, Ark.; and Salt Lake City,
Utah.
Winning individual merit awards were
Churck Braugham, Ron Dewar, John
Monaghan and Howie Smith, Illinois; Bill
_, Dobbins and G arney Hicks, Kent State
For their final production of the curUniversity; Harry Miedema and Harry rent season the Chicago City Players will
Wilkinson, Indiana; Sonia Paxson and present the Chicago premiere of Edward
John Lamb , Phil a delphia Musical Albee's latest play BOX-MAO-BOX. The
Academy; Solinious Smith, Arkansas A, play will open Friday, May 30, for a
M and N College; and John Brooks, limited run of 5 weekends only.
University -of Missouri.
Cont'd. Page 11

CHI.CAGO STATE
HOSPITAL APPEALS
"FOR CHILDREN S
CLOTHING

CSC PLAYERS
PRESENT BOX-MAO

Cont' dfromPage 9
To compete successfully in foreign
2) In your own community, to what extent trade, we must be· able to speak the langand in what definite way can increased uaJ?es of our customers. To progress in
knowledge of foreign language contribute science, we must know what has been acto the N ational Welfare and to Inter- complished in laboratories in -other counnational understanding?
tries. We cannot rely always on inter3) Are there foreign-born American citi- preters and translators. Sometimes what is
zens in your Community? Is any friendly lost in translation is the meaning of a paruse being made of their special knowledge . ticular passage or idea. "Although the unand skill in helping the native born to ac- translatable can never be completely dequire a second language and some knowl- fined, it is po~sible that word order in poedge of another culture?
etry and rhythmic movement in prose are
4) Does business in your community have two elements which sometimes form part
any need for foreign language -skills?
of the mysterious "flavor" of a work that
We can then ask ourselves:
is lost in translation: each phenomenon is
Should American Youth be equipped with an example of a type of control that great
competence in foreign languages ?
writers exercise over their readers."
11 )
The answer seems so obivious, that one
The research scientist must be able to
could expect unqualified and enthusiastic read abstracts in the foreign language.
approval from our leaders. Until recently, And, most important of all, success in
however, this has not been the case. In conducting our international relations is
fact , many educational administrators dependent upon languages. Not only our
throughout the years have minimized their progress and prosperity, our very survival
importance as a subject in our curriculum. depends on the character of our interThat is why, until a recent reverse in pol- national relations. We are spending vast
icy, the trend among colleges was to lower sums to train scientists to produce terrifythe foreign languages for admission and ing machines of destruction. But so are
not to require it for higher degrees .
others. Annihilation can be avoided only
Suddenly, because of the international by di scussion, by negotiations, by
position of the United States, the situation cooperation.
.
has changed. 8) Realizing the importance
Granted that conference should replace
of foreign languages in dealing with other conflicts, that laniuage is the medium of
people, the State Department is sponsor- international und~rstanding, would it not
ing elaborate programs for the training of suffice to train a sufficient number of linits personnel. The voices of prominent guistic and diplomats to maintain contact
citizens resound through the land demand- with other nations. The answer is no, that
ing a stronger language course in high we cannot wait until the student has beschool and College. The basic aim of our come an adult. The best time, psyschools is to develop the potentialities of chologically and educationally, to learn a
the individual so that he will fit into his language is during childhood and youth. It
community. But through modern means of takes years of practice to master a langcommunications and transportation the uage and to acquire oral fluency. The start
immediate environment has expanded to a must be made at an early age if a firm
much vaster community. It now extends foundation has to be laid.
12)
to the furthest reaches of the glove and
In a democarcy, education should· probeyond. We should then educate the vide possible opportunities for all. No one
whole child, for his whole environment, can predict with certainty the life career of
for the whole community. 9) This includes any given pupil.· Who knows whether the
.,_ the nation, the continent. the world.
future Ambassador to France ·may be
All our major relations-political-military- . seated in Miss Smith's French class?
commercial-cultural-are world. wide. Any
The acquisition of a foreign language
relation between groups of human begins will . in no case be lost. fn addition to linis based on exchange of ideas. The
guistics our school have the duty of equipping all pupils with the knowledge and
means of exchange is language. Through
skills necessary for an intelligent solution
thi s medium alone we can find out what
is in the mind of other peole and what are
to world problems. First among these skills
"' their as pirations, their ambitions, their
is competence in a foreign language; furiedal s.
thermore, such competence is a definite

s·oie

THIS IS
YOUR LAST
WARNINGI
BEEHIVES-ARE HERE
If you didn't get one yet,
do so now, and receive
a ·valuable bookcover FREE.

Remember ...

if you don't have one •

WE HAVE WAYS
OF FINDING OUT
economic asset. 13) There are numerous,
interesting and lucrative jobs in business,
in industry, in world trade, and in government for those who qualify.
14)
Conclusion

Our present-day world does not, like the
ancient world, consist of independent
self-sufficient nations. Due to the amazing
increase in scientific knowledge, in invention, and the multiplicity of raw materials used in the manufacture of any
products, all nations have become dependent upon one another.
The world has become one vast community which depends for its very existence
on the sharing of ideas and the exchange
of goods. Again, this cannot be carried out
efficiently without the use of language.
Knowledge of a foreign language is not
only a cultural necessity. It is needed in
business, in travel, in research, and in the
Foreign Service. It is needed for cultural
exchange, for international understanding,
for peace.
It has been said by many educators that
it is not possible to understand what is in
the mind of other people without understanding their language, and without understanding their language it is impossible
to be sure they understand what is in our
minds. Each language, including our own,
is a delicate precision tool of immense potential value. Nations must learn to understand nations, people .must learn to understand peoples ; and man must learn to un- ·
derstand his fellow man.
It is through language that this understanding can be achieved.
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Mondo
Crypto
Mondo Crypto, your new weekly
horoscope, compiled by the Occular Ear
himself will appear week (or bi-weekly)
by week every one or two weeks from
now on. The Occular Ear uses no magic,
· no signs; no telescope or charts. All of
his predictions are purely off the top of
his head . Your suggestions and comments
are, as always, tolerated .

Aries March 21 - April 20
This may shape up to be a real swell
week. Keep plugging and if all else fails,
withgraw from school.
Taurus April 21 - May 21
You should really be seeing stars this
week. There may be some important information for you on page 23 of this
month's Field and Stream.
Gemini May 22 - June 21
Go ahead and ask her. If you're a girl,
say yes. The stars will be there in the
morning. Happy birthday (belated), Ken.
Cancer June 22 - July 23
If yc!l are planning to go to Attwater,
Oklahoma; don't. The Gooseberries won't
be in bloom until next month.
Leo July 24 - August 23
Stay in your room all week and,
chances are very good that you will not
be struck by a Curtiss Jenny on the corner
of Lovejoy and Foster on Thursday.
Virgo August 24 - September 23
Traditionally this has been a very good_
week for Virgoites, however, traditions
are easily broken in this hectic day and
age.
Li bra September 24 - October 23
If you have a sneaking suspicion that
the educational machine is out to get you,
you're probably right.
Scorpio October 24 - November 22
If you're mature enough to cope with
other people, try it. This is a great week
for decisive decisions.
Sagittarius November 23 - December 21
This is your weeJs, for clams, eat as
many as you can. If there is a thorn in
your side, remove it; except if you live
in or around trees.
Capricorn December 22 - January 20
There is a positive meeting upcoming
in the near future . Keep your eyes open
and you will get dust in them. Be flexible,
but don ' t bend over backwards for
everyone.
Aquarius January 21 - February 19
The world is at your feet, don't disappoint it. You wi ll do best this week if
you rely on your own sensitivities in dealing with academic problems. Most of all,
keep clothes on in public .
f

.,

Pisce~ f ebruary 20 - March 20
If situations seem fishy to you, it's only
natural. North-south streets hold no
surprises for you. Letters from
Washington, D .C. are edible and should
be consumed at once.
If you were born during this week;
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
The Occular Ear's thought for the
week:
·
If the shoe fits, sleep in it.

BOX-MAO-BOX is comprised of two
inter-related plays, BOX and QUOTATIONS FROM CHAIRMAN MAO TSETUNG , the longer one, MAO, being an
outgrowth and extension of the artistic
and thematic concerns explored first in
BOX.
BOX-MAO-BOX opened in New York
in September of 1968 to substantial
critical acclaim. Clive Barnes of the New
York Times called it "One of Albee's best
plays and certainly his most adventurous" ; Richard Watts of the New
York Post found that in this play Albee
is "In his most provocative and challenging form"; Jack Kroll writing in
Newsweek hailed the play as a " Brilliant.
complex, thoughtful and adventurous
work. It belongs to the genre of works
of art which are about the problems of
art itself' - and one ,night add, the problem of how art is to reflect on and address itself to the most burning moral and
political issues of our era.
_
BOX-MAO-BOX under the direction of
Bill Hildreth will open Friday evening,
May 30th, for a run of 5 weekends onlv
through Sunday, June 29th, at Baird Hall
Theater, 615 Wellington. Curtain on Friday and Saturday 8:30 - Sunday 7:30.
Tickets $3.50 and $2.50 (students $3 .00
& $2.00). Group rates upon request. For
information and reservations phone 5251052.

Roger Harold Bader's

'NATURE
CORNER
The matter of occurrence of sexual reproduction in the Acrasiales is still somewhat
controversial at this time. It has been stated that plasmogamy takes place between
pairs of amoebae at the outer fringes of a population, and that the zygotes thus formed
migrate toweard the center of the population, attracting other zygotes and setting up
centers of aggregation. Soon after the first zygotes have formed a center of aggregation,
meiosis takes place, produ~ing a large number of haploid cells which join to form
a pseudoplasmodium. For those not acquainted with the vernacular a pseudoplasmodium
is an aggregation of amoeboid cells constituting the initial stage of fruiting of the
Acrasiales, the cellular slime molds .

George McGovern
June 5

l'U13LIC NOTICI

liROWN'S SUZUK I
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2:00 p.m.

SPRING SALE

Chicago Circle Campus
750 S. Halsted
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RO I 6454
6454 N .·WLSTERN

WIN A DATE WITH BILL BLOUGH!

130N US I CY,;

S ! l!DENT DISCOl lNT
ON PARTS & CYCLI .S
\VITI-I YO U R STUDENT I D.

CLASSIFIED ADS
HllP WA.NflQ_
M a le to work evenings. Sta rt ' $1. 75 per/ hr.
Located 5635 W. Diversy. Call 237-3433.

SERVICES
TERMPAPERS, THESES TYPED
IBM Electric---40c/pag e. Ca ll:
338-5242.

Mrs.

Cohen;

PERSONALS
See a fantastic Show Tuesd ays and Thursdays
at 2:00 in t he Gym-Annex.
KD see ks truth about Madeleine Pabis.
Advertising a gency seeks hard working sa lesman to cover colleges in the Chicago a rea -CASS.
Everything they say about Bill Blough is true

See Revol ution II Wednesday

AD RATES
$1. 00 per 3-lines or 35c
per line

Alpha Bridge Center Presents
College Night Offering
SPECIAL FEATURE DUPLICATE BRIDGE
with Reduced -Entry Fees
GAMES EVERY MON. at 7:30 P.M.
AND A SPECIAL Q & A FORUM
AT 7:00 P.M . fOR BRUSH UP
3450 W. PETERSON Co 7- 0595

8eJt 7toeat Sltop
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
3358 WEST BRYN MAWR AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645
PHONE 478-6276
NICK G. KATSOULIS

Since there was virtually no response to our contest last week, we are offering
Bill Blough just one more time. There are no rules this week, so if you want him,
just come to our office and claim him. Don't expect much, though, because h!!'s kind
of a drag.
Hear Bill Baker and Ken Davis defend the P RINT against the forces of Evil Blough
tonight at seven on WG SB, 1480.
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- NIS(-INTRAMUU L
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
SCHEDULE
I. All-Stars
2. Castaways
3. Kolvas
4. Independents
5. Resin Bags
6. 1812 Tobacco

Report
Northeastern's third season of intercollegiate competition on the baseball diamond
came to an abrupt end last week as the Golden Eagles won three straight before
being rained out of their seasons finale against their "cousins" from · Illinois Tech.
Victory number one came at the expense of the Judson College Eagles, a team
that has yet to defeat a Northeastern team in five games over three years.
Number two came the following Tuesday as the Golden Guys wacked the Cougars
of Concordia Teachers College 2-1 to gain a little revenge for their 5-3 defeat at the hands
of the cats in the Chicagoland Tourney.
The Eagles notched a run in the second inning when Nowinski caught Pete Numrich
napping on the mound and broke for the plate -with two men out. The throw came
in late and NISC led one to nothing. Concordia matched the marker in the last
half on a pair of hits and a passed ball, but that .was to be the last-time a Cougar
saw home plate for the rest of the afternoon.
As a matter of fact, it began to look as though no one would score as the game went on
into extra innings before the Eagles bagged it in the 12th.
Concordia had a major threat in the tenth when they loaded the bases with just
one out, but Ed Groenwald got the next two cats on a force play at the plate and
a pop up which Presce handeled easily at short.
In the 12th, Groenwald led off with a single, Pesce popped to short, Graziano
singled and then Bob Jelen came through with another single, his third of the afternoon
to drive.across the winning run.
Groenwald_ got credit for the win, as he walked only six while putting the third
strike to four of Concordias Cougars. The Eagles also out slugged the cats 11-6.
The game, which had been scheduled for Northeastern's home field in Morton Grove
had to be shifted to Concordia because of poor field conditions, but in the end
it didn't matter, as the Eagles left River Forest with win number 9 safely tucked
away.
Lake Forest College must have t,aken a look at Northeastem's record and chalked
up the win, because all the Forresters could muster was one run and four hits while
the Eagles exploded for six runs on nine hits to whip their hosts in a game that
was abbreviated by rain after five and one-half innings.
The Eagles led one-nothing after one and one-half but Lake Forest combined three
singles to tie the game . The Golden Guys came right back in the third when Pesce
tripled to open the inning and then scored the go-ahead tally on Denny Graziano's
base hit.
In the fourth the Northeastern crew put four more on the board as they took
full- advantage of three hits and 2 LF miscues. The score would have been highers
but the rains came in the bottom half of the sixth to wash out two more NISC
scores from the top half of the inning. When it became apparent that the ga me
could not · be completed the umpires called the game ·and the score reverted back
to the previous inning.
The win was achieved by some powerful Northeastern hitting as well as the pitching
of Wayne Madura who fanned six while issuing passes to four.
So intense was the downpour that the Eagles final game with IIT had to be
cancelled. NISC had been looking forward to taking the Techawks for the third
time this year, but now the y'll have to wait ti! next season.
Bob Hale, now at the end of his first year as head mentor of the NISC pillsockers
feels that the team learned a lot from this past years competition. Next year, says
coach Hale, the Eagles won't play as many games and will stress the various skills
a little more . With the fine crop of freshmen he had in his line up all season long,
it appears that it won't be too long before we have a consistent winner. Any way
you look at it though, the Eagles have come ·a long way since Denny Graziano
hit the first pitch of the first game for ITCCN into left field for a single back on
April 7, 1967 .

flELDS

ROUND #I

TUESDAY, MAY 27th

East

All-Stars

vs.

1812 Tobacco

Middle

Castaways

vs .

Resin Bags

West

Kolvas

vs.

Independents

ROUND #2

THURSDAY MAY 29th

East

All-Stars

vs.

Resin Bags

Middle

1812 Tobacco

vs.

fndependents

West

Castaways

vs .

Kolvas

ROUND #3

1:00 P.M.

TUESDAY, JUNE 3rd

East

Resin Bags

vs.

Kolvas

Middle
West ·

1812 Tobacco
All-Stars

vs.
vs.

Castaways
Independents

ROUND lt'4
East

1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

THURSDAY, JUNE 5th

lndependents vs.

Castaways

Middle

All-Stars

vs .

Kolvas

West

Resin Bags

vs.

1812 Tobacco

ROUND #5

1:00 P.M.

TUESDAY, JUNE 10th

East

Kolvas

VS.

1812 Tobacco

Middle

All-Stars

vs.

Castaways

West

lndependents

vs.

1:00 P.M.

Resin Bags

PLAY OFFS-THURSDA ¥,JUNE. 12th 1:00 P.M.

1

Now TWO
* *GIANT

Locations- - N O RTH & OLD TOWN

HAMBURGERS**

CasualandCozy

ROARING FIREPLACE
BARBECUE RI BS

"-'1

To ea t here or take out

FINAL BASEBALL AVERAGES 1969
(WlO L16)
AB

R

H

2B

3B

I. Gino Pesce

89

13

31

5

2

2. Wayne Madura

18

2

7

3. Ed Groenwald

16

2

9

4. Craig Gigsted

13

2

4

5. Bob Jelen

84

14

6. Tom Shields

47

7. Ed Miller

NAME

~

0

BB

SB

so

3

8

25

0

0
4

0

0

0

0

0

24

3

0

2

11

10

3

11

0

0

2

7

74

9

17

3

0

8. Dennis Graziano

54

5

12

0

0

9. Jim Dobner

86

10

18

5

10. Bob Nowinski

86

16

17

3

11. Frank Tiritilli

24

3

0

0

0

28

6

RBI

AVE

PITCH ERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS

9

348

COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

4

390

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.

6

2

· Modest Prices

7 days a week

360

2741 W . Howard St

973 -0990

2

307

1447 N . Wells

6 6 4-2393

20

15

286

0

10

8

234

13

3

15

7

230

0

IO

5

9

3

222

0

14

3

17

5

209

3

12

17

3

198

0

6

0

9

7

85

49

. 0

for

·
IveTlflkm 1

Under

lhe

Sun ....

• Tne.n's lhin~s

•Lad1e sPretlles
1

804

96

193

182

68

ERA

W-L

22

29

53

2.62

3-5

17

16

18

39

3.60

4-J

20

17

18

39

4.45

3-2 .

7

6

5

3.60

0-1

RUNS

Ed Groenwald

75½

34

Wayne Madura

40

Bronco Jovic

34½

Earn Runs

.•Headgear

240

K

INN.

15

125

BB

PITCHING

. Bob Jelen

J·

HR

Bratwurst & other "great"
Charcoal Broil e d Items

Dave Gustafson

0-4

Gino Pesce

0- 1

•G1Hs

-·
I 11W

•Soaps
•Posters

•Candles

~JeIDeler~

a Uni'{_Ue nemacces.sory shop 588•qf72.
/

3304 FOSTER• CHlCaGo 1LL1N015

